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Summary 

A detailed study of the prospects for finding the new 
particles predicted by supersynunetric theories at the sse 
1s made. A study of the signatures, background, and 
detector requirements necessary to find these particles is 
presented. 

I. Introduction 

Supersymmetric (SVSY) models have generated 
increasing amounts of attention in recent years as a 
means of under standing the roles of scalar particles in a 
field theory. Since supersynunetry connects fermions and 
bosons in a natural framework, theorists are hopeful that 
it will reduce the freedom surrounding fermions and 
scalars in the Weinberg-Salam model. No satisfactory 
model exists at this time, but the structure of the 
supersymmetric algebra is sufficiently attractive to 
warrant a serious study of its consequences. 1.2.3.4.s It is 
possible to make a great ~any predictions which,are 
lDdependent of the choice of a specific model. In this report 
we make a detailed attempt to study the experimental 
problems posed by super symmetric theories and to 
analyze the capabilities of an sse to find the many new 
particles predicted by these theories. 

The plan of this report is as follows. In Section II, we 
discuss the present theoretical situation of super
S)mmetric phenomenology and briefly review the results 
contained in the literature. The experimental signatures 
for the production of various SUSY particles are examined 
in Sect10n ill with varying assumptions about the SUSY 
masses and decay scenarios. In Section IV, we discuss the 
background from known physics to events containing the 
new SVSY particles. We pay particular attention to the 
two jet background. Section V contains a discussion of the 
characteristics of events containing SUSY particles, 
including the E missing spectra and the average number 
of jets per eve~t. We also consider here the trigger 
requirements necessary to identify SUSY particles. The 
results of two detector simulations are presented in 
Section VI. One is a classical 411 detector for which we 
have used the CDF simulation package and the other is 8 
simple 411 calorimeter. Finally. in Section Vll, we briefly 
discuss a Monte Carlo written by R. M. Barnett and H. 
Haber and compare their results with those obtained from 
ISAJET. We end with some conclusions in Sections VIII. 

II. Theoretical Background 

In this report, we consider an effective low energy 
N=l supersymmetric version of the standard SliC3l x. 
SU(2) x U(l) model of the strong and electroweak 
interactions. We stress that our conclusions do not depend 
upon the_ details of any specific supers)mmetric model. To 

every known particle, there is associated 8 
supersymmetric partner differing from the ordinary 
particle by 1!2 unit of spin and with all other quantum 
numbers identical. Among the observed particles there 
are no candidates for pairs related by supersymmetry. 
hence the spectrum 1s effectively doubled in SUSY 
theories. If the supersynunetry were euct. each particle 
would be degenerate in mass with its superpartner. Since 
this is not the case. the sp.persymmetry must be broken 
and the superpartners must acquire masses. The masses 
of these particles, however, depend on the details of the 
model and we will treat them as free parameters. The 
theory we analyze has two scalars assoc1ated with each of 
the known fermions, (one couples to the left-handed 
fermion and the other to the nght-handed fermion), a 
Majorana fermion corresponding to each gauge boson and 
a Major8na fermion for each Higgs boson. 
(Supersymmetric models require at least two SV(2) Higgs 
doublets in order to give masses to both the charge 2/3 and 
the charge-113 quarks). The SUSY particles and their 
quantum numbers are listed in Table 1. 

Table I. Supero,...etrlc Partoero of Sll(l)KSU(2)KU(l) Parttclea 

parttclu aptn color char a• ll-nu.faber 

I aluoa 8 0 0 

I &lUi DO 1/2 8 0 

y photoa 0 0 0 ... 
y photioo 1/2 0 0 . v-,z 1oter.ediate boaona 0 :1,0 0 -·-V" ,Z vino,zino 1/2 0 :1,0 

q quark 1/2 J 2/3,-1/3 0 

1f •quark 0 J 2/3.-113 -x•!l 

• electron 1/2 0 -I 0 .. •electt'OD 0 0 -I -x~1 

" oeutr1DO 1/2 0 0 0 
; •oeutrioo 0 0 0 

a•,a0 
Biu• 0 0 1,0 0 

s• 0 ,a•- Bias• 0 0 0,-1 0 
-. -o B ,B Bi&&aiDO 1/2 0 1,0 
- 0--B' ,B' Hia&•iao 1/2 0 o.-1 
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At this point it is useful to introduce some 
terminology. All of the SUSY particles are denoted by a 
tilde over the symbol for the known particle with which 
they are associated. The scalar partner of a fermion is 
called a sfermion and the fermionic partner of a gauge 
boson or a Higgs boson is a gaugino or Higgsino, 
respectively. For example, the scalar partner of a quark is 
written as q and called a squark, while the fermionic 
partner of the photon is the photino, y. 

In many SUSY theorys, there is a conserved 
quantum number associated with the supersymme try -
the "R number". This quantum number is 0 for the 
conventional particles and ± 1 for the SUSY particles(see 
Table 1). Experimentally, a conserved R invariance 
means that SUSY particles are always produced in pairs. 
The R symmetry is, however, broken by the Majorana 
mass terms which give the gauginos mass. In the class of 
models which we examine there remains a residual of the 
R symmetry which ensures that SUSY particles are 
always pair produced. Models without this symmetry 
have been considered by many authors.6 

SUSY particles have been searched for in e•e
annihilations, in hadronic beam dump experiments and by 
examining cosmological constraints and some limits have 
been placed on their masses. The current limits on SUSY 
particles are summarized in Refs. 4 and 5. By the time of 
the sse quite stringent limits will exist on the masses of 
SUSY particles, (or else SUSY will have been discovered!). 
The Fermilab Tevatron will see gluinos or squarks if they 
are lighter lighter than 130 GeV, photinos lighter than 
160 GeV, and winos and zinos with masses less than 100 
GeV. In addition SLe and LEP will be able to see 
selectrons up to masses near 50 GeV. We will thus 
concentrate on finding SUSY particles with masses in the 
100 GeV to 1 TeVrange. · 

One of the beauties of supersymmetric theories is 
that the interactions of SUSY particles with matter are 
completely specified, leaving only the masses and some 
mixmg angles as free parameters. This means that all 
cross sections can be calculated unambiguously in terms of 
these quantities. The complete expressions for the pair 
production of all SUSY particles are given in Refs. [4] and 
[7]. The cross sections for producing all possible combi
nations of two SUSY particles have been calculated by 
Eichten et al.,3 (EHLQ), for SSe energies with cuts on the 
rapidities of the produced particles. In all of their plots 
they have assumed that the produced SUSY particles have 
equal masses. :W Figs.:.l-3, we show a(pp + gy), a(pp + gq), 
and a(pp + gW+ + gW-) for unequal SUSY masses 
corresponding to those which we will analyze in detail 
later. The structure functions we use are those of EHLQ 
with AQCP = .29 GeV. In Fig. 2, we have summed over all 
flavors o squarks (which we assumed to have degenerate 
masses). 

It is also useful to have angular distributions for the 
production of SUSY particles. In Figs. 4-7, we plot E 
da/dp3 versus p1 for the inclusive production of gluinos, 
photinos, winos, and squarks, respectively, at 90°'s in the 
center of mass. We have chosen representative masses for 
the SUSY particles in order to illustrate various scenarios 
which are possible. In Figs. 4-6, we have kept separate the 
contributions to the differential cross section from the case 
where both of the final state particles are gauginos and the 
case where one particle is a gaugino and the other is a 
squark. For light gluino masses, (m; ~ 1 T eV), the 
dominant contribution to the gluint'S production cross 
section is from pp + gg, while for heavier gluinos (and m,. 
= l!'t), the major contribution is from pp + ~q. For the set! 
of SUSY masses we have considered, the dominant 
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c:9ntribution to inclusive W (or y) production is from pp + 
wq (or pp + yq). Similarly, in Fig. 7 the contributions 
from pp + q + gaugino and pp + qq• are shown separately. 
In Figs. 4-7, we have summed over squark flavors. 

,.. EHLQ calculate the production of wino, W, and zino, 
Z, gauge eigenstates by neglecting any B2Ssible mixing of 
the gauginos with the Higgsinos. The w• can mix with 
the H:., theW.; can mix with H·-. and the Z' can mix with 
the y, H'0and H0• to form the mass eigenstates. The details 
of this mixing depend upon the model and are discussed in 
Ref. [4], [5] and (8]. The model dependence due to such 
mixing effects affects the two-body cross sections for all 
SUSY particles with the exception of gluino pair 
production. (In any specific model, of course, the masses 
and mixing angles are completely specified.) 

An example of such mixing occurs in the production 
of two charged gauginos, (these are the mass eigenstate 
mixture of a wino and a Hi~gsino). The complete 
expression for this cross section 1s given in Appendix B of 
Ref. [4] and in Ref. [8) and depends upon two model 
dependent mixing angles, • and • , and the eigenvalues 
of the mass matrix, (which may "be either positive or 
negative). The mass eigenstates are: 
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Figure 8 illustrates the effects of varying the mixing 
angles and the signs of the mass eigenstates on the values 
of the cross section. For light gauginos these effects are 
small at sse energies, but as the gaugino mass nears 1 
Te V they become significant. 

In general, there are a variety of decay channels open 
to each of the SUSY particles. In many models, one (or 
more) of the SUSY particles will be stable or there will be 
stable bound states of two or more SUSY particles. We 
will not comment on this possibility except to emphasize 
the importance of stable particle searches in findmg the 
new physics associated with supersymmetry. The 
spectrum of stable bound states has been discussed in Ref. 
[5 ]. We consider the following decay scenarios for the 
gluino; 

1. Stable g, 

2. g • qqy with T = 4811 m.4/(aa e 2m,..5) 
q • q 5 

where e is the quark charge and m. and m- are the 
squark and gluino masses. The signal for tl:fe gluino 
decays will be 1 or 2 jets and missing energy from the y 
which escapes the detectDr unseen. This will be discussed 
in detail in Sect.i9n ill. The possible existence of a 
light Goldstino G, (the GoldstDne boson of spontaneously 
broken super symmetry), has been ignored by us. In 
~~els with a Goldstine it is possible to have the decay} • 
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The squarks can decay in several ways, 

1. Stable q, 
2. q + qg with -r = 3mq3112a. l!11ll

2 
- mi>2

) 

3. q + qy with T = 2 mq.3/[ aeq 2(1Ilq z - my2)Z] • 

The squark decays 2 and 3 both lead to hadronic jets plus 
missing energy. We consider only the case where the 
photino is stable and the lightest SUSY particle, although 
U).Jnany models it is possible to have y + yv or y + 

~- . 

Wino and zino decays are potentially a rich source of 
information about the theory and have received much 
attention in the literature.7 We consider in detail only the 
decay, 

1. W + ev With T = 4 sin29W mw3f(CJ(mW2 
- JJlVZ )

2
). 

We do not consider at all the effects of 
supersymmetry on the decays of theW and Z bosom; as the 
SppS and the Tevatron will have studied this question in 
detail long before the sse. 

We turn now to a detailed discussion of the 
signatures and decay sequences of the SUSYparticles. 

III. Experimental Signatures ofSUSY Events 

Our main goal during this summer study has been to go one step 
further compared to previous workshops1

•21 • Namely, not to remain at 
the phase of writing a catalogue of all the different possibilities that 
SUSY offers but to bring this theory to the experimental level; this means 
to study realistically how the apparatus can detect some specific SUSY 
processes, trigger on them, and overcome both the different backgrounds 
and the pile-up events which are becoming a serious problem as the beam 
energy of pp colliders is going up. 

Ilia. SUSY Processes Considered in this Work 

An attractive feature of SUSY theories is that they 
offer a set of reactions which taken together give a 
complete and self-consistent scenario. Among the possible 
alternatives which can be of interest for hadron-hadron 
collid_ers, we have chosen to look in detail at the following 
reactwns: 

(1.) pp + gg It should give the highest cross section 
for a SUSY process. 

(2.) pp + gg It also has a high cross section and a 
rather complicated, but characteristic 
jet structure. 

(3.) pp • gy It has a lower cross section than 
processes (1) and (2), but a rather clean 
signature . 

,.. 
(4.) ..PP + W[ It has a striking leptonic signal. 

W+ ivy 

The ~~actions (1.) and (2.) have high cross sections, a 
mult1~et structure and a large amount of missing energy. 
Reactwns (3.) and (4.) have lower cross sections but more 
specific signatures. ' 

-5-

A "free parameter" in SUSY is the mass of sparticles. So we have 
considered different scenarios varying the masses of the sparticles from 
100 GeV to I TeV. Of course, if the mass spectra is more towards 

100 GeV, SUSY should be already proved by the time of the SSC (unless 
physicists or apparatus or both are too bad!). As has already been 
explained in Section I, depending on the mass of the sparticles, we will 
have also different types of decays. Taking into account these two differ
ent "degrees of freedom" we have imagined for our study the set of 
scenarios described in Table 2. · 

We now describe the tools we have used to do this job. 

Tablel 

Set of SUSY scenarios considered in our study 

SUSY process Decay mode for Mass range 
involved SUSY particle 

PP-88 i-qi'j':y m; = 100GeV 
mq = 100GeV 

pp-gg 8-qi'j':y mi = 1 TeV 
mq =I TeV 

pp- gq i-qq':y mi = 200GeV 
q -q8 mq = SOOGeV 

pp- 8Ci 8- qq-:y mi·= SOOGeV 
q -q"y mq = 200GeV 

PP-i'"Y i-qi'j"y mi = IOOGeV 
':y stable m-:,=0 

PP-S"Y 8-qi'j':y m; = SOOGe\' 
':y stable m; == 0 

PP- \\'8 \V-n m"· = 200 Ge V 
L. ao':y mi = 200GeV 

8- qi'j':y m:, = OGeV 

PP- \\'8 \\'- ('p mw =I TeV 
L. ao':y mi =I TeV 

i -qq':y m=, = OGeV 

Ill b. Description of the Tools Used in this Work 

. Wt; need a Monte Carlo to generate events, a 
S1mulat1on package to study the effects of different 
detectors, and a jet finder to describe the jet structure of 
each event. 

Among the different generators available on the 
market, we have chosen U.. use ISAJET." This choice bas 
been motivated by the following considerations: 

Lit is a multipurpose Monte Carlo in the sense that 
it ha2 been ~itten to generate most of the usual pp 
or pp react10ns such as the production of light 
constituents and heavy quarks. the Drell- Yan 
process. W and Z production (with both leptonic 
and hadronic decays), heavy lepton production. 
and some SUSY processes such as g pair 



production and gq__ production._ We have 
tmplemented the gy process and Wg process 
including the corresponding matrix elements as 
calculated in Ref. 4. 

2. It has been adapted to the simulation of different 
apparatus such as the UA experiments at CERN, 
the CDF detector at the Fermi lab Tevatron, and it 
is easily adaptable to other simulations. (This will 
be described in more detail in Section V.) 

So, within its own biases and limitations, ISAJET allows 
us to study certain processes and their corresponding 
backgrounds. *) 

A simple simulation has been used for the studies 
reported in Sections m. IV, and V. Namely, we use a 
calorimeter of± 5 in pseudorapidity ( n) with a granularity 
in In, 41), (41 =azimuthal angie), defined by cells ofO.l in 
pseudorapidity and 5°'S in azimuth which produces a 
rather rough granularity. The particle is put into one cell 
and the energy is smeared in only one cell a~rding to a 
Gaussian distribution parameterized bi.,.l5/.'E + 0.01 in 
the electromagnetic part and 0.35/IE + 0.01 in the 
hadronic part. This sample calorimeter thus has typical 
uranium calorimeter characteristics. 

A simple minded. but very efficient jet finder has 
been used for all of the jet studies reported in this paper, 
(apart from some of the results of Section V wich use the 
CDF jet finder package). This jet finder picks the highest 
E cell and then sums all cells which are within 1 unit of 
p~eudorapidity, and have l!.r = I jt.yj2 + jt. nF s 1 and also 
have an E cell greater than 2 GeV; the other cells are 
thrown aw~y. The jets reconstructed in this way but 
which have an E

1 
less than or equal to 30 Ge V are also 

discarded. 

We now have all the tools which we need to define 
the experimental signatures ofSUSY events. 

Ill c. Typical Pictures of SUSY Events 

By experimental signatures we want to emphasize how well, already 
at the first-level trigger, SUSY-type events can be selected. The most po
pular way to trigger highly segmented calorimeter information is by us
ing, at the level of a hardware processor, the "Lego plot""> technique 
(see the pioneering work of the CDF experiment)10>; so our goal in this 
section is to give the main characteristics of the Lego plot of the different 
processes we are concerned with and to picture them in this way. The re
sults are shown in Figs. 9-12. In the two frrst classes of events 
[corresponding to reactions (I) Fig. 9 and (2) Fig. 10] and which are mul
tiple jet events we see that we do not always get, as we could naively sup
pose, the number of q jets which corresponds to the way spanicles decay; 
but in fact it can vary and be 2, 3, 4 or S reconstructed jets. Also, weal
ready notice that in the decay process g _. qq':y, one of the two q jets will, 
in general, be a much lower Pr jet than the other one (this will be con
firmed using another generator, see Section VII). The signature of g':y ap
pears as a very clean ·signature in terms of I or 2 jets and a large imbal
ance in energy (Fig. 11). The events corresponding to a \\lg process, where 

•• Our concern in this work is not only to~ as much as possible free from an)' theornical 
prejudices, but also from the limitations of a special Monte Carlo. So •·e have alsco 
looked at the difference in the results obtained when using another Jenerator (this is rt
poned in Section VII). 

• , By Lego plot we mean the CEr. ~. ot>) three-dimensional plot of an event. 
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Fig. 9a 

Fig. 9a 

•• 
Fig. 9a 
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the\\' decaysintolP(it- 11':y),showsa very high Eylepton, a large imbalance 
in energy, and clear jet structure (Fig. 12). 

By studying the different backgrounds which can bother us in this 
search (Section 1\'), we are going to show that this first level of selection 
is not enou~h to trigger in a unique way the SUSY events. Then in 
Section V, we will drline som~ more peculiar characteristics which will 
help ro tri~ger on these processl.'s . 
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IV. Backgrounds and Pile Up Problems 

We consider in this section the various backgrounds one has to take 
into account when searching for SUSY events in a pp collider; also, we 
pay special attention to the pile-up problem, which matters more and 
more as we go higher and higher in luminosity. 

I\' a. Standard Model Background 

We have emphasized in Section Ill, how different SUSY processes 
·are characterized by their jet structure, their amount of missing energy, 
and sometimes the presence of charged lepton(s). It has already been 

pointed out 1•21 that even in the case of a SUSY process which has a relati
vely high cross-section, such as the i pair production, there is quite an 
important background due to light constituents which are abundantly 
produced in pp collisions. We are now going to refine the analysis of this 

·so-called standard background. In this section we consider only gluino 
pair production with m; = I TeV"1• 

To achieve this work, a sample of 48,000 events generated by 
ISAJET Monte Carlo according to the reaction pp - qq (where q = g, 
u, d, s, c, b, t) with jet py's in the range of 100 to 4000 GeV has been pro
duced. A first selection of the interesting background is made by extract
ing, from these events, those which have a lepton (including charged and 
neutral leptons in the event) with py at least equal to or greater than SOJo; 
6,000 such events remain after applYing this cut. The apparatus simula
tion used in this section is the same as that described in Section Ill. 

By rrrst looking at a Lego plot of some of these events (Fig. 13), we 
see how such background events can fake our search, for instance for g 
pair events, if no additional cut is applied on the data other than this 
preliminary missing py cut. An estimate of the signal-to-background ra
tio gives, at this selection level, a value of the order of I to 10; the com
parison between the missing energy spectra corresponding to SUSY 
events and the background of light constituents shows (Fig. 14) that a 
simple missing energy cut is not enough to handle this serious back
ground problem. So, what we have tried to do is to use more sophisticat
ed and appropriate cuts, namely using the XE and Xout variables. 

The idea in setting such variables is to measure the missing Pr rela
tive to the highest Er jet. It can be defined in two different ways: relative 
to the sphericity axis or to the axis of the highest Er jet (the jets being 
defined according to our naive jet finder already described in Section 
III). 

i) For the sphericity analysis, we rust calculate the elements of the Er 
tensor as follows: 

Erxx = l:i E?r cos2 ti>; 

Erxv = l:i E?r cos2 ti>; sin ti>; 

Em = l:i E?r sin2 IJ>; , 

Fla. 13 QCD background: Ef' = I TeV; E-F" = 465 GeV. 

., We have studied tht case of a high-mus gluino because tht search for such a htav)· ob
ject requires high luminosity. 
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Then we find the eigenvectors of this tensor: 

[
ETXx ETXYJ 
ETXY Errv 

which is the sphericity tensor in the transverse plane. The components 
of the missing py are measured relative to the eigenvectors. The pro
jection normalized to the total ET on the major axis gives xe, and on 
the minor axis gives x..u,; in other words: · 

ii) For the jet basis, we take the direction of the largest jet and use it as 
the primary axis e •. The minor axis e2 is just (- y. X) of the major 
axis. 

In addition in this analysis·hlf plots but the total ET plot, are made, 
applying a cut of 1· TeV < .Et01 < 3 TeV to kill the low-Er back
ground while retaining mosi of the signal for mi = 1 TeV. 

The two methods give similar results. A reasonable optimization of 
the Xe, Xou• cuts has been found, if we take xe > 0.25 and Xou• > 0.08; 
the consequence is that very few background events pass this cut and 
we find in both eases that, after applying this selection, the gluino sig-

. nal is 5.4 x 10- 9 mb and the background is less than or equal to 2 x 
10- 10 mb. So, let us take, for instance, the sphericity version. By 

· comparing the x..u, distributions from events with gluino pairs (assum
ing mi = I TeV) with the one corresponding to the background con
taining jets with py Oepton)/py (jet) 01: 511Jo, we find (Fig. 15) that the 
signal dominates at x..u1·by about 0.2. It looks as if e- lou•

10
·
16

, while 
the background is more like to be e- "'••10

·
02 and to cross at Xou• = 

0.14. If we take the signal as all SUSY events above 0.2, we get 25% 
a•:ceptance. The background should be down at least by an order of 
magnitude. 

So in this case, the situation is pretty comfortable. Now let us take 
into consideration the effect of pile-up. Let us first explain how we 
have tried to simulate the pile-up in our analysis. 

nL.,~ 
Fig. 14a 
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IV b. Pile Up Problem 

It has been ·emphasized by the QCD groupm that the jet cross
section can be calculated using QCD perturbation theory even at very low 
p-r, for which p-rNsis much less than one. Thus a large fraction of the to
tal cross-section contains jets with PT - 10 GeV. To incorporate this fact 
we have used lSAJET to generate as our minimum bias sample a set of 
QCD jet events with PT ~ 3 GeV; the integrated cross-section for this 
sample is 220mb, in reasonable agreement with the existing fits 12> of to
tal cross-section; at the low end of this PT range the jets are barely visible, 
the events are dominated by the beam jets and so are described by an ex
trapolation of low-p-r physics. At higher p-r, the jets stan to matter; the 
jet cross-section in this region is given at least approximately by the lo
west order QCD formula built in ISAJET, and so our sample should 
contain about the right mixture of low-p-r and soft jet events. 

For technical reasons, we have divided the minimum bias sample in
to two pans, generating 2000 events with 3 GeV < PT < 20 GeV and SOO 
events with 20 GeV < PT < 100 GeV. We have superimposed on each 
gluino event and each background QCD jet event, a Poisson distributed 
number of these minimum bias events corresponding to the luminosity 
per bunch crossing (.C~~u""b). This implictly assumes that all elements of 
the detector have good time resolution, so that interactions from dif
ferent bunch crossings can be separated. When the minimum bias sample 
is exhausted, we stan again at the beginning. We believe that the pile-up 
of a single missing PT event with several minimum bias events is in fact 
the dominant pile-up effect. However, we have not studied in any detail, 
other possibilities, such as the pile-up of two QCD events each containing 
a missing PT "· 

Four different cases of pile-up luminosity have been considered, na
mely: .Cbuocb = 0, 0.01, 0.025, and 0.05 mb- 1, corresponding respective
ly to no pile-up, 2, S, and 10 pile-up events. Our conclusion is that obvi
ously, with pile-up added things get considerably worse, in the following 
way (Fig. 15); at .Cbuocb of 0.1 mb- 1 (which means 2 extra pile-up events) 
it is still all right; at a pile-up luminosity of 0.025 mb- 1 the background 
slope is still within error bars of that with no pile-up. But at .Cbuoch = 0.5 
mb- 1 (which means 10 extra pile-up events), the signal is significantly 
degraded. At.that point we are faced, in our study, with the problem of 
having not enough background statistics to decide if the signal could be 
extracted. It probably could be, but it might not be very convincing and 
anyhow we already can conclude at this level that with up to S extra 
pile-up events per signal event, we can survive, with our Xouo cut tech
nique; whereas 10 pile-up events make life really hard, if not impossible. 
Of course apan from the Xouo scheme, one can think of applying a PT 
threshold on each calorimeter cell already at the first level trigger; this re
duces the pile-up a lot but how much does it also bias our physics output 
at a very preliminary stage? (In particular how much does it bias a first
level trigger?) 

IV c. SUSYvs. Background 

We summarize in Table 3 all the different 
backgrounds other than that from light constituent jets 
which can affect our search for SUSY particles. It includes 
not only the standard model background (SU(2) X U(l)), 
but also possible signals coming from new physics which 
c~n mimic SUSY. For each case, we have given, for 
different mass ranges, the corresponding cross section as 
well as the ratio of signal over background (SIB). Most of 
the cross sections qu2ted in the table are from EHLQ. We 
see that for n and gq the backgrounds other than light 
constituent jets are not severe. For gy production the 
background from p • Z + jet, Z • vv swamps the si~nal. 
However, the situation will be improved by applying an E 
![li.ssing cu~ and an xout cut. S}milarly, ~~e background tci 
gw production from pp • W +Jet; W • ev IS severe but will 
be reduced by El missing cuts. 
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In conclusion, the background due to light quark constituents, in 
particular, is important, especially in the case of the g pair production or 
gq production. The Xouo technique seems to be better than a simple E¥"" 
cut to handle this problem as well as the pile-up effect, at least up to 5 
extra events superimposed on top of the signal events. At a level of 10 
pile-up events the situation becomes much more critical, and more so
phisticated studies (including higher statistics) need to ·be pursued to be 
sure whether or not we can survive in such conditions. The other back
grounds, in general, are less critical; but anyhow a more refined defini
tion of the characteristics of the SUSY events is needed to ensure their 
signature. 

V. Recommendations for a SUSY Trigger · 

At this stage of our work, we want to extract some characteristics of 
the SUSY events we are looking at, in terms of cenain calorimetric in
formation. Our ambition is to use them to build a "SUSY trigger". By 
trigger we mean in fact all the different levels of selection, from the 
first-level hardware trigger to higher levels such as the ones including on· 
line processors. The data selected in this way, already on-line, would be 
registered on special records (for "express-line" analysis). 

To perform this analysis, we use the same tools (jet finder, simula
tion program, etc.) as defined in Section IlL For the different SUSY 
reactions we are concerned with, we have studied the total transverse 
energy {Ey) spectra of the event, the inclusive jet distribution, the mis>ing 
energy as well as the total number of jets reconstructed in each event us
ing our simple jet algorithm, the transverse energy of the highest E1 jet 
and of the lowest ET jet. We have summarized the results obtained in 
Table 4 giving for all these quantities, the corresponding average value. 

From what is listed in this table as well as the results already ob
tained in Sections III and IV, we can give the following list of "recom
mandations" for defining a SUSY trigger. 

Recommendation No 1: 
A "SUSY trigger" must be a multipurpose SUSY tester; this means 

that, in order to be sure to overcome both pile-up and all the kinds of 
backgrounds we already mentioned, we must take advantage of the fact 
that SUSY proposes a list of reactions, some with rather high cross
section, but more difficult to identify (reactions (I) and (2)1 others with 
lower cross-section but cleaner signal (such as reactions (3) and (4)1. 

Recommendation No. 2: 
An Xouo cut must be applied: it will certainly help in beating the light 

constituent background as well as the pile-up. 

Recommendation No. J: 
The requirement on the jet topology must be included very soon in 

the trigger; using the Lego plot technique, and a simple jet finder it is 
possible to get the number of jets of the events. 

Recommendation No. 4: 
The jet topology requirement must be combined with a cut on the 

Ef'i ... 

Recommendation No. 5: 
Some specific trigger bits can be defined such as for instance: 

i) A "H trigger bit" including a simple jet topology (one or two nearby 
jets) and a py imbalance in the event just back to bad with the 
"monojet". 

ii) A "Wi trij!ger !>it" including a simple jet structure (two or three jets) 
and an isolated hiah E1 electron and a very large missinl! energy at 
least .- 0 (70%) the highestET jet. 



Table 3. SUSY vs. Background at 18=40 TeV. 

Process Standard Hodel Confusion with Minimal Extention Confusion with Techni· 
Background color Models -

pp-+W+W- pp-+QQ 
+ 

p~gg ' pp..w•-x p~P8P8 

s cr(p~ R • cr(pp·•U) R' .. o(pp-+tg) R" • cr(pp+Sg) -. B cr(p ) o(pp-+QQ) cr(pp-+W'X) cr(pp-+P
8

P
8

) 

m_(TeV) cr(nb) mQ•.S TeV m •1 TeV ~,•.5 TeV ~ •1 TeV ~ •.24 TeV 
~8 

•.5 g Q 8 
Te\' 

.I 50 S/B-1000 R ... lOOO R-25000 R'•60 R '- 360 R"•16 R"-500 

.25 6 S/B-120 R-120 R-3000 R'-8 R'-40 R"•2 R""'60 
I .02 S/B-.2 R•.2 R-5 R' .... Ol R' ... 1 R'I...003 R"-.1 

pp...gq pp-+W+W- pp-+Q(l pp-+W'+X p~P8P8 

s cr(p~ R • cr(pp-+gg) R' "' cr(pp-+gQ) R" ~ cr(pri9) -. B cr(p---) cr(pp--QQ) cr(pp-+W'X) c(pp-P8PS) 

r.1g m<l cr mq""·S Te\' m "'1 TeV ~,-.5 TeV ~·-1 TeV ~ •.24 Te\' ~ = . Q 
(TeV) (TeV) (nb) 8 8 TeV 

.I .1 15 S/B-300 R-300 R-7000 R'-20 R'-100 R''- 5 R"-150 

.25 .25 2 S/B~40 R-40 R~1000 R'-3 R'-15 R"- .7 R''"' 20 
l 1 .01 5/B- .2 R-.2 R-5 R'-.01 R'•.1 R"- .003 R"- .1 

PP ... ~Y p~zx:z+vv p~Lv1 ;L+qqv1 * 
We have specifically excluded the back-

~ • cr(p~y) R • cr(p~B·~) ground from light constituents from this 
B (.2) o(p~ZX) (.7)o(p~Lv1) table as this background is treated else-

where. All cross sections are from EHLQ3 
rm~ m_ 0 ~"".5 TeV ~·1 TeV with cuts on the rapidities of the produced y 
(TeV) (TeV) (nb) particles of JyiJ<1.5. W' is a heavy W 

S/B-10-3 
with identical coupling as the standard W, 

~ 1 • 1 7xlo-3 R'40 R-300 Ps is an octet techniboson (which decays 
.25 .25 I0-3 S/B-3xlo-4 R'S R-40 to tb), Q is a heavy quark, Lis a heavy . 
I 1 1o-s S/B-3x1Q-6 R-.05 It". 4 lepton and "'L is its associated neutrino 

(presumed massless). For the purposes of 
illustration, we have assumed B.R.(Z-+Lvv)= 

pp-gw, w..-e'=>'i' + + - • -- .2, B.R.(L-+qq"'L)=.7,_B.R.(L..-evv1 )=.1, 
pp-+W-X;W..-ev pp-+L L ;L-tqqv

1 B.R. (W..-ev)• .1, B. R. (W-+evy)"'1, and B .R. (g 
L~VIt -+qqy)c l. 

s o(pp-+ aw'> cr(p~~) -. R • B ( .1 )(pp-+W.X) (.07) (pp-L"'L-) 

1:":-g mw 0 ~·.5 TeV ~·1 TeV 

(TeV) (TeV) (nb) 

.1 . 1 2x10-Z S/B-5x1o-3 R-9000 R-6xi04 

.25 .25 4xlo-3 S/B-Io-3 R-1SOO R-Jo.:. 
I 1 7xlo-5 S/B-2xl0-5 R•30 R-230 
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Table 4 Parameters ofSUSY events at Ya = 40 TeV 

Process Masses <E llliaaiq> <E &olal;:. <#ofjets> <E fuljel> <E alow jell:> 
(GeV) tbeV) (deV) fceVl I lceVl 

pp+Jf m;= 100 47 208 2 87.& &8.4 

i+qqy mz= 1000 424 1467 4 188 181 

pp+gy I -.= 100 

i+qqy mq=IOO 63.4 19 I 89 86.5 

p,-gq r't=IOO 

i-+qqy ~=200 187 557 3 287 109 

"'a=200 

~=500 114 800 4 248 81 

pp+Wg ~~=200 

'i•qqy ~=200 118 303 2 159 87.2 
,.. 
w+ev "'"= 1000 

534 1373 3 739 265 
V+"Y mil'= 1000 

* In all cases, we have considered the photino to be 
massless and stable. 

These special triggers have, in addition, the advantage of giving a signal 
even in the case where the sparticles are of relatively low mass (too low to 
be identified in other processes such as ii or gq at sse energies but too 
high to be identified in the previous set of machines). 

In the next section we study the effect of varying the detector defini
tion in our simulation. 

VI . Detector Simulation 

·We now want to go a step further. We are pushing the sparticles we 
have generated with ISAJET through "real" detectors. We have consid
ered for this two cases; in one case we simulate a "classical" 411' detector 
a Ia CDF; in the other case a 411' detector which is purely a calorimeter "a 
Ia Dl" (see Calorimeter and 411' Detector Group Studies at this 
meeting 13>). 

VIa. Simulation of SUSY Events Through a "CDF 
Type" 411 Detector 

We say that this detector is classical, in the sense that it includes a 
central part which is a tracking device, surrounded by e.m. and hadronic 
calorimetry and then muon chambers. A solenoidal field of IS leG is 
applied. The events generated with ISAJET are submitted to the CDF de
tector simulation program. The CDF apparatus has been "adapted" to a 
40 TeV machine; the calorimetry geometry is that of CDF but with the 

density ofthe hadronic calorimeter doubled. We, therefore, have I inter
action length of e.m. calorimeter and 10 interaction lengths of hadronic 
calorimeter. The e.m. part is lead-scintillator and the hadronic part 
resembles a uranium scintillator detector. The pseudorapidity range 
covered by the apparatus is ± S. The interaction point is centred within a 
value of u = S em along the beam axis. A IS kG solenoidal field is pre
sent. Resolution and detector tracks are included, giving in particular a 
more realistic picture of the missing energy spectrum. lnfonunately, the 
CDF tracking routine was not yet available at the time we did this work, 
so this part of the infonnation is still missing. 

The jets are located using a fairly simple cluster finder. A cluster se
ed threshold is used to define a minimum energy for a cluster to be in
itiated in a given tower. This seed threshold was set at 2 GeV for all runs 
except two for which it was S GeV. The finder then searches the nearest 
neighbours picking up anything above 100 MeV. It does some searching 
for valleys to determine if two or more clusters are touching. The clusters 
are then checked to see if they can be merged. Clusters whose centres 
have ..ir .. .ff..1TJ)2 + (..14>)2 less than 1.0 are merged, the merged clusters 
being the jets. 

Fer each type of SUSY process studied, we give the following dis
tributions: total Er of the event, missing Et, total number of jets in the 
event, invariant mass of jet pairs, inclusive jet Er spectrum, E1 of the lar
sest Er jet, Er of the lowest Er jet (Figs. 16-18), and some lego plots of 
SUSY events as seen from the CDF experiment (Figs. 19-21). By looking 
at the corresponding pictures we see that the main conclusions we have 
drawn in Sectior~ IV_are still valid and confinned when we use another jet 
finder and another apparatus simulation. 
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We can give more specific comments; in the case of g pair produc
tion, form; = 100 GeV, the number of jets is 2 to 4 (Figs. Sa, 11a), as ex
pected q,Qjets tend to merge and thus many events are with 2 or 3 rather 
than 4 jets. If mi = 1 TeV, it gives 3 to S jets per event (Figs. 16a, 19b) 
and less merging of qq jets (at least as far as the jet algorithm is concern
ed); the total ET distribution tends to peak near the mass of single g 
(Fig. J6a). Missing ET is not so spectacular (Fig. 16a). In the case of S'Y 
production, we studied two values for the gluino mass: 100 GeV and I 
TeV. The effect of merging appears quite clearly as one goes to lower 
mass (Figs. 17a, 20). When lq-jet coming from the g decay dissociates in
to 2 distinct jets, we also note that one is much higher in transverse ener
gy than the other one (Figs. 17c, 20). The scatter plot of the missing 
transverse energy as a function of the transverse energy of the jets is es
sentially populated along the diagonal (Fig. 17d); so a rather good pyim
balance characterized' this type of reaction. For the g\\1 production, the 
number of jets is 2 to 4 depending on the mass range of the sparticles 
(Figs. 18a, 21). Additional information about thee- is given in Fig. 18b: 
even thin shower counters typically see 9007o of the electron energy. 

VI b. Simulation of SUSY Events through a h Dl 
type Detector. 

The idea in this section is to use a simulation package built by the 
Detector Study Group and flexible enough to incorporate different hypo
theses on geometry, granularity, and material. So SUSY events can be 
plugged in such an apparatus simulation as a typical example of new 
physics and allows us to get a better feeling about the performances re
quired for the calorimeters we need for the next generation machine. 

To do so, we have modelled the response of a purely calorimetric de
tector similar in design to the Dl detector described in these Proceedings 
(see repon of the Detector Study Group). A schematic view of the detec
tor is shown in Fig. 22. It consists of five cylindrical sections, one central 
(CC), two end caps (EC), and two end plugs (EP), all with projective to
wer geometry. Each tower is segmented into two layers in depth and has 
an angular coverage of SO mrad in azimuth (2.8°) and O.OS units in ra
pidity '7· The material has a 1 em radiation length and a hadronic ab
sorption length, ), of 20 em. The CC covers the angular region 24.s• < 9 
< IS5.s• (or -1.525 < 17 < I.S25), where 9 is the angle with respect to 
the beam axis. It has a total thickness of 10), (I ), and 9), segments). The 
ECs extend the coverage down to S.56• (17 = 3.02S) on each side and 
have a total thickness of 11 ), (I ), and 10), segments). Finally the EPs go 
down to 0.277• from the beam (17 = 6.025) and have a total thickness of 
12 ), (I ), and 11 ), segments). The total length of the detector is about 
15m. 

The following processes were studied for this case: 

PP ..... gg, 
pp ..... gg, 
PP ..... gq, 

pp-+ gq, 

i ..... qq':y, 
i ..... qq':y, 
g ..... qq':y, 
4 ..... qg, 
g ..... qq':y, 
4 ..... q)-, 

mi = 100GeV, 
m; = 1 TeV, 
mi = lOOGeV, 
mq = SOOGeV, 
m; = SOOGeV, 
mq = 200GeV. 

These processes give multijet type events which are of interest in this 
work. They allow analysis of the required structure of calorimeters. 
These detectors have to be able to recognize even tricky multi jet structure 
where jets can sometimes be close to one another. Electromagnetic sho
wers and hadronic cascades were simulated with the programs developed 
for the Fermilab Collider D0 detector13l. This gives as outpur the enerJY 
deposited in each calorimeter cell. A simple jet-finding algorithm (similar 
to the one described in Section Ill) was developed to reconstruct the 
events. 

Figure 23 shows a Lego plot of the energy distribution for a typical 
gluino pair event where the gluino mass is taken to be I TeV. 

The same distributions as the ones discussed in Section V have 
been looked at and very similar results obtained (see, for instance, 
Fig. 24). In addition, the background of light constituents has been simu
lated through this Dl apparatus prototype and some distributions 
(Fig. 25) of the general characteristics of these events show that this 
background looks different from the i pair signal at least if the g mass is 
large enough (;a. O(SOOGeV)]. 

Of course, we have not studied all the possible alternatives that can 
be figured out for the definition of (for instance) a detector for SSC; but, 
we have set up, for the first time, a tool, namely the simulation of SUSY 
events through different apparatus. This can be of great use for the fu
ture. Even if SUSY would be a relatively low mass scale physics (already 
accessible with present generation machines), it can be used as a pro
totype of new physics; its specific requirements concerning jet recogni
tion, missing energy, or lepton identification are typically the ones of any 
other kind of physics we can imagine (at least at the moment!) beyond 
the standard model. 

By examining the results we obtained in the case both of a "clas
sical" or a "calorimetric" 4r detector, we can already point out the main 
following requirements: 
- HERMITICITY = 4r detector with as few CRACKS as possible. 
- FINE SEGMENTATION to identify between (qq), (qqq) and q or g jet 

structure and be as sensitive as possible to the "merging effect" (pre-
sent at relatively low masses). • • 

- LEPTON IDENTIFICATION for vetoing cenain backgrounds, to re
cognize e's (needs also a magnetic field) or p's in the case of cenain 
SUSY signatures. 

- TRACKING: this is not yet proved in our present repon because the 
tracking package was not available in our simulation a Ia CDF; so it is 
more a personal bias, but a very strong one, of some of us based on 
personal experience at the present pp Collider. 
Even if it is very hard at 40 TeV, tracking is cenainly a very imponant 
tool as far as SUSY is concerned. 

To study, in more detail, what physics requires as the best granu
larity for a calorimeter, the exact performances of a tracking device, the 
trigger pattern, the on-line processing, etc. goes much beyond the pur
pose of our study group (see its title!); but the tool has been built and we 
have started to use it with these goals in mind. 

VII. Refined Monte Carlo 

How much are the conclusions we have obtained so far affected by 
the change of the generator package. How much do other reactions fake 
the detection of some SUSY processes which have even a rather clean sig
nature (such as for instance S'Y or \Vg production). 

These are the two questions we ask ourselves in this Section. To an
swer them, we need a more refined Monte Carlo generator. In panicular, 
it should be able to point out in a more reliable way than a simpler gene
rator package peculiar properties of some kinematical or physical dis
tributions. 

For these reasons, two of us (R. M. B. and H. H.) have 
built an event generator for the reactions, 

(a )pp+Wg 
'~qqy 
L. e'l 

~vy 
(b) PP • gy 

-14-



This generator is discussed in detail by Barnett and Haber 
in these proceedings. 14 For reaction (a) we take m .. = mw = 1 TeV and m- = 950 GeV and consider 1 the p 
distribution of the Yowest E~jet, of the highest E,~.jet, and 
of the electron, Fig. ( 26). We note that the qq system 
coming from the decay of the gluino gives one Jet much 
higher in E~ t!'an the other one, consistent with the results 
of Sections 1 v and V. The distributions of theE~, of each jet 
are rather similar to the ones obtained with 1SAJET at 
the same mass range. The difference in spacial angle 
between the two jets coming from the gluino decay and 
between the highest Eljet and the e- are shown in Fig. 
( 27). Such quantities could be used to ensure a Wg 
signature. 

In Figs. (28 ) and ( 29), we show the p distributions of 
the highest El jet, of the lowest El jet, ana of the electron 
formA= m"': = 200 GeV and m ... = 100 GeV. Figure (28) 
has l mas~ess pbotino and 'Fig. ( 29) bas a 50 Ge V 
photino. The effect of the non-zero photino mass is to shift 
the peaks of the pl distributions by about 20 Ge V. 

For the reaction (b) we show the effect of varying the 
masses of the sparticles on the distribution of the spacial 
an'le between the two jets coming from the gluino decay. 
Th1s quantity is quite sensitive to the mass parameter 
and could be used in a refined analysis. Note that all 
these results are obtained without any detector 
simulation. 

Certainly such a refined generator will be needed 

in a careful analysis of some properties ofSUSY 
processes. 

VIII. Conclusion 

SUSY is the theory for the time when the SSC will be working; 
NONE of us joined this study group (at least we hope so) with such an 
idea in mind! What has been our real goal is to use SUSY as a probe to 
determine the implications that any kind of new physics will have in the 
design of an apparatus for the SSC machine. To perform this job, we 
have built new tools or adapted already existing tools such as: Monte 
Carlo generators, detector simulators, jet finders, etc. This has been 
made possible also because among all the theories available at the mo
ment on the market, SUSY presents the advantage of being rather well 
defined; CJ's and other parameters arc calculated or calculable. At the 
same time some degrees of freedom are still remaining, such as the mass 
range and possible different decay scenarios for the sparticles. 

It is quite clear that the type of physics we (or the next generation of 
physicists) will have to study in ten years from now will require hiJhly 
performing detectors. This statement implies: hermiticity, to measure ac
curately the PT imbalance of the events; rme-grained calorimetry includ
ing the segmentation in (IJ, o) to recognize jet topolo&Y and internal jet 
structure and segmentation in depth, to distinauish e- 's from hadrons; 
tracking and magnetic field, to specify the jet characteristics, study the 
amount of neutral over charged component and help in recopizinalep
rons; p-idenrification; trigger and refmed on-line processina. allowina the 
insenion of SUSY signatures at the different levels of selection to prepare 
already on-line sets of data which could be of interest for this type of 
physics; High luminosity[:. O(Jo'z)) will help as high statistics are need
ed and beam energy of the order of 20 TeV will allow the 5Cinnin~ of 
high mass ranges, around I TeV ranae or higher, and also to JO down (at 
least in the case of some reactions) to a few hundred OeV, that is to say 
to the upper limit that present or nell! decade machines wiU reach. 

Cenainly these studies have to be pursued; we have 10 years to do 
so! 
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